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Abstract—Connectibility affordances, or opportunities for a user
to establish input/output cable connections, can be critical to the
safety and usability of complex systems. To support model-based
analyses, this research introduces a formal approach: Connectibil-
ity Affordance VErification, Modeling, and ENumeration (CAVE-
MEN). CAVEMEN is applicable to a human-environment system
encompassing physical entities with specified properties, a user
with specified motor abilities, and connectibility affordance in-
stances involving different combinations of source-target connec-
tions. The modeling technique leverages object-oriented principles
to define one instance of a connectibility affordance with respect
to one unique combination of connection sources and targets. An
inspection technique supports the enumeration of connectibility
affordance instances that are desired (supporting a correct connec-
tion) and undesired (supporting an incorrect connection). A model
checking technique aids in verifying accuracy, meaning the user
can actualize desired affordance instances, and robustness, mean-
ing undesired affordance instances never emerge. An XML-based
grammar, a model checking syntax translation tool, and a linear
temporal logic specification of accuracy and robustness support
the analyses. We demonstrate CAVEMEN with a pacemaker sys-
tem case study. The inspection aids in identifying nine desired and
18 undesired instances of chamber-port connectibility. The trace
evaluation shows that accuracy and robustness depends on whether
an entity property of interest can change in the environmental con-
text. These results indicate that CAVEMEN shows promise for
analyzing connectibility affordances of a safety-critical system.

Index Terms—Affordance, formal methods, human perfor-
mance modeling, interface evaluation, model-based design,
usability.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACOMPLEX system can incorporate connectible hardware
that a user (e.g., installer and operator) needs to physically

manipulate, such as cables, output connectors, and input sockets.
To inform the design of connectible hardware, human factors en-
gineering (HFE) researchers and standards organizations have
developed measures that should be tested early in the design
process. For example, connectible hardware can be considered
accurate if the user can manipulate it in ways that establish
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Fig. 1. Graphical rendering of a pacemaker system. Red boxes are added for
reference in text. (a) Patient’s heart showing segments of each lead. Lead distal
tips are implanted in three chambers: LV stands for “left ventricle.” RA stands for
“right atrium.” RV stands for “right ventricle.” (b) Lead proximal tips. Arrows
are added to identify connection targets of both lead tips (middle segments not
shown). (c) Pulse generator. (d) Input ports. (e) Loosened set screw.

operational configurations, and robust if the system helps to pre-
vent the user from establishing incorrect configurations [1], [2].

Consider the example of a surgically implanted pacemaker
(see Fig. 1). Such a system provides heart failure patients with
life-sustaining therapy via a programmed pulse generator. The
pulse generator detects cardiac anomalies and delivers correc-
tive electrical pulses to three heart chambers: the left ventricle
(LV), which pumps oxygenated blood through the body; the
right atrium (RA), which receives deoxygenated blood from the
body; and the right ventricle (RV), which pumps deoxygenated
blood to the lungs. The pulses are delivered via three identical
leads having a distal tip that is implanted in a heart chamber
and a proximal tip that is connected to a corresponding pulse-
generator port [labeled on the pulse generator from top to bot-
tom in Fig. 1(c)]. We characterize an operational configuration
as follows: each lead distal tip is contained within the interior
of exactly one heart chamber, the interior of a heart chamber
is covering the front surface of exactly one lead distal tip, and
the front surface of a proximal tip [see red boxes in Fig. 1(b)]
and the back surface of a pulse-generator port [see red boxes
in Fig. 1(d)] are covering each other. Each pulse-generator port
has a set screw that must be loosened for a lead proximal tip to
be fully inserted [see Fig. 1(e)].

Suppose the configuration in Fig. 1 emerges during an im-
plantation surgery: each lead distal tip is implanted in a target
heart chamber, each lead proximal tip is disconnected from a tar-
get pulse-generator port [see Fig. 1(b) and (d)], and each port’s
set screw is loosened [see Fig. 1(e)]. To establish a chamber-
port connection, the surgeon needs to align a proximal tip with a
target pulse-generator port and move the pulse generator toward
the proximal tip with sufficient force to establish the connection.
Three instances of such an action support an accurate operational
configuration via three correct connections: LV chamber to LV
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port, RA chamber to RA port, and RV chamber to RV port. How-
ever, unsafe configurations for the patient, such as one in which
the LV chamber is connected to the RV port, are also possible
(in part because there are three of the same lead, rather than
a physically different lead for each chamber-port connection).
Thus, while utilizing three of the same lead could have logistical
benefits (e.g., ease of manufacturing), such a design also enables
incorrect chamber-port connections. This reflects a robustness
problem—one that emerges in existing pacemaker systems.1

A. Connectibility Affordances

The pacemaker system example of chamber-port connectibil-
ity could be characterized as an affordance [3]—an opportunity
for a user to execute an action in a human-environment system
(HES) [4].

In this research, an HES encompasses a three-dimensional (3-
D) spatial area, a set of physical objects (referred to as entities),
a user, and contextual factors that shape human-device interac-
tion (e.g., automation). The user has motor abilities to physically
manipulate the entities, whereas the entities have properties that
physically constrain or support physical manipulations. An af-
fordance emerges when specified properties of the entities and
motor abilities of the user co-occur. If an affordance emerges,
then the user can actualize it by executing one corresponding
motor action.

Our interpretation of affordance is one of several that have
proven useful in model-based analyses of human-interactive
systems. Extant models commonly specify an affordance with
respect to one human operator, one environment, and one partic-
ular set of physical entities therein. However, as demonstrated
with the pacemaker system example, an affordance can involve
many different combinations of physically equivalent entities.
Such an affordance can be defined in an object-oriented way,
where each unique combination of physically equivalent entities
supports one unique instance of an object-oriented affordance.
This research focuses on object-oriented connectibility affor-
dances.

To characterize object-oriented connectibility affordances,
consider a system in which there are many duplicates of the
same entities and thus many ways of connecting them. Every
unique connection configuration can reflect a different instance
of the same connectibility affordance. The number of connection
configurations—and thus the number of affordance instances—
is defined formally in (1), where A is the number of instances,
E is the number of duplicate entities that can establish the con-
nection, sources1 , . . . , sourcesn is the number of connection
sources on the entity, and targets1 , . . . , targetsn is the number
of connection targets for each source

A = E(sources1 × targets1 × · · · × sourcesn × targetsn ).
(1)

Currently, it could be difficult for analysts to enumerate and
evaluate object-oriented connectibility affordances with respect
to many duplicate entities in combination. The problem space is
further complicated by emergent behaviors in the environmental
context, including user behaviors, such as physically manipulat-
ing multiple entities in parallel, and system behaviors, such as

1See for example https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfmaude/
detail.cfm?mdrfoi__id=6920003&pc=DTB

automated sensing and actuation. Thus, analysts could benefit
from an improved approach. Such an approach should facili-
tate the enumeration of desired/undesired affordance instances
with respect to duplicate entities in combination. It should also
incorporate unambiguous methods and measures for verifying
accuracy and robustness. The measures should be applicable
to desired/undesired instances of the same connectibility affor-
dance, whereas the methods should be applicable to emergent
behaviors in the environmental context.

B. Research Contributions

To support improved analyses of object-oriented connectibil-
ity affordances, this research introduces a formal, model-based
approach: Connectibility Affordance VErification, Modeling,
and ENumeration (CAVEMEN). CAVEMEN extends our
earlier research [5], which employs model checking—a highly
automated technique for “proving” system properties [6]—to
support the identification of potential affordance problems.
Extensions enable the enumeration of desired/undesired con-
nectibility affordance instances with respect to many duplicate
entities in combination, verification of accuracy and robustness,
and modeling of emergent behaviors in different environmental
contexts.

Two tools and two analysis techniques support these ex-
tensions. Tools include CAVEMEN-XML, a custom encoding
language for specifying an HES and emergent affordances
therein, and an automated translator, which parses an instan-
tiated CAVEMEN-XML representation and generates model
checking syntax.2 Analysis techniques include inspection, a
technique for the analyst to enumerate and characterize de-
sired/undesired instances of the same connectibility affordance,
and trace evaluation, a technique for verifying a specification of
accuracy and robustness via model checking. We introduce an
implementation of the trace evaluation technique for analyzing
emergent behaviors in two environmental contexts: one in which
a condition for the affordance to emerge cannot change, and one
in which the same condition can change. We demonstrate an
application of CAVEMEN with a pacemaker system case study.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Affordance Modeling

Researchers at the intersection of ecological psychology and
computer science have developed a variety of model-based ap-
proaches to affordance. As mentioned, CAVEMEN differs from
extant approaches because it defines affordances in an object-
oriented way, where one instance of an affordance involves a
unique combination of duplicate environment entities. In con-
trast, extant approaches commonly model one affordance at a
time with respect one fixed set of entities. These approaches
commonly enable a normative, task-analytic approach to affor-
dances, where human perception and cognition partially control
what affordances emerge and what actions are taken. CAVE-
MEN offers a different perspective—one that exclusively ad-
dresses physical artifacts, but inclusively addresses both desired

2The XML schema, translation tool, and case study models described
in this article are available for download at https://github.com/andrew-j-
abbate/CAVEMEN
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and undesired affordances. We next review a subset of the af-
fordance modeling literature that reflects these differences.

Wells [7] integrates the concept of affordance with Turing’s
theory of computation [8]. An affordance model captures one
normative, temporal ordering of human actions within a Turing
machine representation. Symbolic variables represent a human
operator, actions that can be executed, and properties of the
environment. The model enables simulation of a human oper-
ator progressing toward one goal state of the environment by
interacting with a specified set of entities.

Turvey [9] models affordances in the context of a particular
task or objective. Environment properties and human properties
operate as inputs to a “juxtaposition function” that defines the
intersection of affordances and the human operator’s goal-driven
intentions. The model assumes that an affordance only emerges
if it supports an intended behavior; and if an affordance emerges,
then it is always actualized.

According to Stoffregen [4], one potential issue with Turvey’s
model is that it does not account for a human operator choos-
ing against actualizing an affordance. He addresses this issue
by removing the juxtaposition function and replacing it with a
psychological choice function. Together, the affordance model
and psychological choice function specify that an affordance
can emerge even if it does not support an intended behavior, and
the human operator will choose to actualize the affordance only
if it supports an intended behavior.

In [10], Rothrock et al. integrate the models described in
[9] and [7] with infrastructure that abstracts human perception.
Three types of sensory functions represent what audio, visual,
and haptic properties of the environment the human operator
can perceive. An affordance emerges if the human operator can
perceive relevant environment properties, whereas the human
operator actualizes the affordance if it supports progress toward
a goal [11].

In [12], Lenarčič and Winter leverage situation theory [13]
to define a hierarchical model of affordance. Here, an affor-
dance is composed of two hierarchical elements: one situation
and one human operator. The situation is defined by a set of
environmental conditions, and the human operator is defined
by a set of cognitively/physically feasible abilities [12]. The
model captures HES dynamics as the human operator executes
goal-oriented actions.

B. Model Checking

Model checking commonly involves three sequential steps for
the analyst: encoding a formal model of the target system, which
can abstract a broad range of temporally evolving behaviors in
terms of valued-variable states and next-state transitions [14];
encoding a specification that unambiguously characterizes a be-
havior of interest with respect to the formal model, typically
using the semantics of a temporal logic, such as linear temporal
logic (LTL) [15]; and invoking a model checker that searches the
formal model for specification violations. If the model checker
finds a specification violation, then it returns one trace of sequen-
tially ordered states and transitions through the formal model
leading up to the violation. If the specification characterizes a
desired behavior, then the trace is called a counterexample. If
the specification characterizes an undesired behavior, then the
trace is called a witness.

Fig. 2. Topology-keyword semantics in two dimensions. Topology keywords
are in boldface text.

Fig. 3. (a) Surfaces of a pacemaker pulse generator and its ports. (b)–(d) Pulse
generator movements. (e) Surfaces of lead proximal tips. (f)–(h) Lead proximal
tip movements.

C. Analyzing Affordances via Model Checking

Our earlier approach [5] enables model checking analyses of
affordances with respect to an HES encompassing a 3-D spa-
tial environment, physical entities, and a human operator. We
accomplish this using Stoffregen’s affordance formalism [4],
standard engineering terminology [16]–[18], and the Symbolic
Analysis Laboratory (SAL) model checking system [19]. We
describe these techniques ahead to aid in understanding CAVE-
MEN extensions.

1) Environment Model: The environment is modeled us-
ing one hierarchical variable X. Lower level variables repre-
sent the entities therein and their relevant physical properties.
For reduced ambiguity, the analyst specifies each entity’s part-
whole composition, where parts are permanently attached fix-
tures, each of which has its own part-whole composition and
properties.

Properties can be binary (true/false), numerical, or spatial re-
lationship. Binary and numerical properties are modeled using
variable names that aid in identifying what property is being rep-
resented. Spatial-relationship properties incorporate one topol-
ogy keyword derived from [16], one direction keyword derived
from [17], and one other entity (referred to as an “associate”)
with respect to which the spatial relationship is defined.

Five topology keywords (disjoint to, touching, overlapping,
contained within, and covering) enable the analyst to specify
2-D connectedness of one entity with respect to one associate
(see Fig. 2). Six direction keywords (top, bottom, left, right,
back, and front) define unchanging directional surfaces of the
associate [see for example the surfaces in Fig. 3(a) and (e)],
which the analyst can either interpret as interior surfaces or
exterior surfaces, depending on the application. Each topology-
direction pair is mutually exclusive; for example, an entity can-
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not be specified as simultaneously touching and overlapping the
front surface of an associate. These semantics enable specifica-
tion of 3-D connectedness between any surface(s) of an entity
with respect to one particular surface of an associate. For re-
duced ambiguity, the analyst should encode an accompanying
spatial-relationship property that specifies 3-D connectedness
between the associate and one surface of the entity.

When instantiating a formal model, the analyst assigns each
property one of the following behaviors: an unchanging initial-
state value, which is used if the property never changes; a partic-
ular next-state value, which is used if the property only changes
due to the user actualizing an affordance; or one of many possi-
ble next-state values, which is used if the property can change
due to other events in the environmental context. An unchang-
ing property can only operate as an affordance input, whereas
a transitioning property can operate as an affordance input,
output, or both (affordance inputs and outputs are explained
in Section II-C3).

2) User Model: The user is modeled using one variable Z,
which leverages the same hierarchical representation of the en-
tities as the environment variable X. However, instead of repre-
senting physical properties of the entities, lower level variables
of Z represent motor abilities to physically manipulate the enti-
ties. The model assumes that the user maintains one stationary
position in the spatial environment and that all entities can be
moved in parallel.

Each motor ability is uniquely defined with respect to each en-
tity. Six degrees of freedom (6DoF) [18] keywords describe how
the user can position, translate, and rotate an entity about its ori-
gin. The direction of each movement is specifiable along the x,
y, and z axes with respect to the surfaces that direction keywords
represent for spatial-relationship properties [see Fig. 3(b)–(d),
where directions correspond to surfaces in Fig. 3(a)]. The ana-
lyst assigns each keyword a numeric value that represents the
maximum force magnitude with which a movement can be ex-
ecuted. Specifying force magnitude is useful if actualizing an
affordance requires the user to overcome some opposing force
imposed by the environment, such as air pressure or friction. If
these force magnitudes are unknown, then the analyst should
assign each 6DoF keyword a value of 1 or 0, meaning the move-
ment is possible or impossible for the user respectively.

3) Affordance Model: Affordances are modeled as in-
put/output functions. Inputs are conditions that the entity prop-
erties and motor abilities must concurrently satisfy for the affor-
dance to emerge. Outputs are conditions that entity properties
must satisfy as an immediate consequence of the user actualiz-
ing the affordance. A model checking instantiation of an extant
affordance formalism [4] supports these semantics

possesses(affordance)(Z,X). (2)

Equation (2) is a nested Boolean function of affordances (af-
fordance), the user (Z), and the environment (X). affordance is
an enumerated list of one or more named affordance variables,
where each variable name aids in identifying the affordance be-
ing modeled. The outer function takes one affordance variable
as an input, whereas the inner function takes the user Z and
the environment X as inputs. Using all three inputs, (2) returns
true for all affordances whose input conditions are satisfied
by lower level variables of Z and X. This is accomplished for
each modeled affordance by encoding a conjunction of Boolean

expressions, one for each entity-property input and one for each
motor-ability input. The conjunctions for entity-property inputs
should be encoded first, followed by the conjunctions for motor-
ability inputs. This is because motor-ability inputs specify what
movements are possibly needed in any HES configuration satis-
fying the entity-property inputs, such as one in which the entities
are facing different directions and need to be aligned in order to
establish a connection.

After instantiating all conjunctions, the analyst can utilize (2)
to encode one next-state transition for each modeled affordance,
where next-state values are affordance-output conditions. Mul-
tiple next-state transitions can be enabled in any state of the
formal model (i.e., multiple affordances can emerge in paral-
lel), but exactly one transition can execute (i.e., one affordance
can be actualized). CAVEMEN inherits this feature of our prior
approach because it improves physical validity. For example,
a connection source could be simultaneously connectible to
multiple connection targets, each of which occupies a different
spatial location. Since one connection source cannot simulta-
neously occupy multiple locations, exactly one instance of the
affordance can realistically be actualized at a time.

III. CAVEMEN EXTENSIONS

Here, we identify how CAVEMEN extends our earlier ap-
proach with respect to object-oriented connectibility affor-
dances. Where applicable, we identify extant tools and tech-
niques that inspire the extensions. A case study demonstration
appears in Section V.

1) Characterization of Desired/Undesired Connectibility Af-
fordance Instances: As mentioned, one knowledge gap is the
difficulty for an analyst to characterize all instances of a con-
nectibility affordance with respect to many duplicate entities
in combination. The CAVEMEN-XML language and translator
address this gap.

Using CAVEMEN-XML, the analyst can specify each entity
once, including what quantity of the entity (one or more) is
applicable to the affordance(s) of interest. Natural language
keywords specify each entity’s numerically quantifiable, binary,
and spatial-relationship properties that are relevant, including
if/how these properties can transition in a formal model.
Our custom translator instantiates model checking syntax
representing each duplicate entity, including all lower level
entities, properties, and next-state transitions. This extension
enables the translator to generate all instances of the same
affordance with respect to duplicate entities. Two additional
extensions facilitate characterization and enumeration of the
affordance instances: specification of the inputs and outputs in
a general way with respect to duplicate entities, and generation
of model checking syntax for each instance with respect to
correct combinations of duplicate entities.

To support the first extension, we leverage a technique that has
proven useful in the enhanced operator function model (EOFM)
task-analytic framework [20], [21]. In EOFM, a custom, XML-
based grammar (EOFM-XML) incorporates keywords for spec-
ifying cardinal and temporal orderings of actions/activities that
can be executed in a goal-driven task, where cardinal order-
ings include all activities/actions, at least one activity/action, or
exactly one activity/action. An automated translation tool gen-
erates model checking syntax representing all of the ways to
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execute the same goal-driven task(s) with respect to an instanti-
ated EOFM-XML representation. For connectibility affordance
applications, natural language keywords of CAVEMEN-XML
enable the analyst to specify what combination of duplicate en-
tities must satisfy the input or output condition: all, at least some
number, or exactly some number. Each condition is otherwise
specified as in our earlier approach: inputs are conditions that
must be satisfied for the affordance to emerge and outputs are
conditions that become satisfied as a consequence of actualizing
the affordance.

To support the second extension mentioned above, the transla-
tor uses custom algorithms that generate model checking syntax
for all instances of the same connectibility affordance. The du-
plicate entities and affordance input/output combinations spec-
ified in a CAVEMEN-XML representation have corresponding
model checking syntax that uniquely identifies each instance of
the same entity, property, motor ability, and affordance.

2) Enumeration of Desired/Undesired Connectibility Affor-
dance Instances: One purpose of the extensions mentioned
earlier is to support the enumeration of desired/undesired
connectibility affordance instances. This is accomplished in
CAVEMEN via an inspection technique: the analyst enumer-
ates desired and undesired instances of the same connectibility
affordance with respect to translated model checking syntax.
A desired instance has inputs supporting a correct connection,
whereas an undesired instance has inputs supporting an incorrect
connection. An ideal result is no undesired instances, whereas a
minimally acceptable result is at least one desired instance. The
inspection result informs additional formal model syntax that is
needed to support verification of accuracy and robustness.

3) Specification and Verification of Accuracy and Robust-
ness: Currently, model checking of connectibility affordances
is constrained to the model checking syntax that the analyst
can manually encode and the specifications that the analyst can
identify. To support the application of other model checking
approaches, researchers have developed generalizable specifi-
cations and tools that facilitate the encoding processes [22]. In
this vein, CAVEMEN incorporates support for connectibility
affordance applications.

To inform generalizable specifications, we introduce an LTL
specification of accuracy and robustness (3), where the first line
is accuracy and the second line is robustness. Accuracy means
that a specified set of desired instances will eventually be actual-
ized, and robustness means that no undesired instances will ever
emerge. “F” is a temporal operator meaning “eventually,” “G”
is a temporal operator meaning “always,” and “∀” is a variable
quantifier meaning “for all”(

F(∀d : desired | actualized[d])∧
G(∀u : undesired | ¬(possesses(u)(Z,X))

)
. (3)

The variables d and u come from the enumerated lists desired
and undesired, respectively, both of which the analyst instan-
tiates based on the inspection result: desired includes desired
affordance instances of interest, and undesired includes all un-
desired instances. The translator automatically instantiates actu-
alized, which is an indexed array of Boolean-valued affordance
instances. The translator assigns each index (representing one
affordance instance) an initial value of false and an irreversible

next state of true once the affordance is actualized. These seman-
tics enable the formal model to keep track of which affordance
instances have been actualized.

The translator instantiates two forms of the specification that
support different kinds of trace evaluations: one positive form,
which is encoded as shown in (3), and one negative form, which
has “¬” (meaning “not”) outside the large, left-hand parenthesis
shown in (3). The positive form is verified to search for coun-
terexamples. If a counterexample is returned, then it will show
one trace through the formal model in which one or more un-
desired affordance instances emerge, a desired instance is not
actualized, or both (an undesired result). No counterexamples
means that there are no violations of accuracy and robustness (a
desired result). The negative form is verified to search for wit-
nesses. If a witness is returned, then it will show a trace through
the model in which all specified desired instances are actualized
without an undesired instance ever emerging (a desired result).
No witnesses means that the system is not both accurate and ro-
bust (an undesired result). Specifications are verified using the
SAL infinite bounded model checker (SAL-INF-BMC), as its
algorithms are optimized for generating traces [19] and avoiding
the problem of state-space explosion [23].

4) Modeling of Emergent Behaviors in the Environmental
Context: Two CAVEMEN extensions support improved analy-
ses of emergent behaviors in the environmental context: formal
modeling of emergent user motor abilities to move subsets of
the entities in parallel, and evaluating accuracy and robustness
with respect to different environmental contexts.

As mentioned, our earlier approach assumes that the user can
always move all entities in parallel. For object-oriented con-
nectibility affordances, one limitation of such an assumption is
that the combination of entities that can be moved in parallel
is critical to what instance of the affordance emerges. Consider
the pacemaker system example of chamber-port connectibility.
If one lead distal tip is implanted within each chamber and all
lead proximal tips are disconnected from all pulse-generator
ports (see Fig. 1), then which instance of chamber-port con-
nectibility emerges depends in part on which lead proximal tip
the surgeon can move in parallel with the pulse generator (such
as by gripping either entity with each hand).

Robotics researchers have developed ways of formally mod-
eling these kinds of parallel movement abilities by specifying
that a robot has two arms and two hands, both of which can be
utilized at the same time to move entities [24]. While such a
technique has proven useful in robotics applications, modeling
humans in the same way could be inappropriate per international
accessibility standards [25]. Thus, to support the first extension
mentioned before, CAVEMEN incorporates an alternative tech-
nique. Using natural language keywords of CAVEMEN-XML,
the analyst can specify which entities (and how many duplicates)
the user can move in parallel. The translator generates model
checking syntax enabling exactly one such set of movements in
every state of the formal model.

To support the second extension mentioned above, we lever-
age a trace evaluation technique that has proven useful in task-
analytic applications [26]: comparing the model checking re-
sults of two formal models with respect to a one-line change
of intermediate-language syntax. To employ this technique in
CAVEMEN, the analyst identifies an entity property of interest
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that operates as an affordance input. In one CAVEMEN-XML
representation, the analyst specifies that this property has an
unchanging initial state. In a second CAVEMEN-XML rep-
resentation, the analyst specifies that this same property can
transition nondeterministically, which abstracts a different en-
vironmental context. The analyst then verifies both translated
formal models with respect to the same instantiation of accu-
racy and robustness. This technique aids in identifying whether
emergent behaviors can affect accuracy and robustness.

IV. CAVEMEN-XML

CAVEMEN-XML enables the analyst to specify a static rep-
resentation of an HES and connectibility affordances. It employs
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [27], an international stan-
dard for representing structured data. An XML document is de-
fined within a single root element. Lower level elements are
called children. All children of the root element can have valued
attributes, text content, and children.

In CAVEMEN, an XML Schema Document (XSD) [28]
grammar enforces CAVEMEN-XML syntax that is needed for
the translator to generate model checking syntax. The trans-
lator, which can be called from a desktop web browser, vali-
dates CAVEMEN-XML syntax against the grammar. We next
describe the syntax, structure, and semantics of CAVEMEN-
XML. Elements are in boldface text, attributes are in italic text,
and attribute values are in quotes. Subsection titles are children
of the root element, hes.

A. Environment

A CAVEMEN-XML document has one environment ele-
ment, which represents a 3-D spatial area. One or more child
entity elements represent the physical objects therein.

Each entity element has two attributes: name and quantity.
The name attribute value should be an alphabetic string that aids
in identifying what entity is being specified. To support formal
model translation, heterarchical entities must have unique name
attribute values. The quantity attribute value is a positive integer
that specifies how many of the entities are applicable to the
affordance(s) of interest. One or more property child elements
specify the entity’s numerical, binary, and spatial-relationship
properties.

Each property element has three attributes: evolution, type,
and name. The evolution attribute can have one of three values:
“human” if a property only transitions due to the user actualizing
an affordance, “environment” if the property can transition due
to other events in the environmental context (or also due to the
user actualizing affordances), or “none” if the property never
transitions. The type attribute can have one of three values:
“Boolean” if the property is binary, “numerical” if the prop-
erty is numerically quantifiable, or “spatial” if the property is a
spatial relationship. Text content, which is only applicable for
spatial-relationship properties, must reference one or more dot-
separated name attribute values of one or more entity elements,
where each dot specifies one step down in the entity element
hierarchy. This convention is needed to specify reciprocal spa-
tial relationships between the entity, surface(s) of the associate,
and vice versa.

TABLE I
Quantity-Operator VALUE SEMANTICS

B. Human

A CAVEMEN-XML document has one human element,
which represents the user. Child elements are ability and ability-
set.

Each ability element has two attributes: name and entity. The
name attribute value is a unique alphabetic string that aids in
identifying what ability is being modeled. The entity attribute
identifies what entity can be moved. Its value references one or
more dot-separated name attribute values of entity elements.

For each child element of ability, attributes identify what
6DoF movements the user can execute. Each value is a positive
number that specifies the maximum force magnitude with which
the user can execute the movement. If force magnitudes are
unknown, then each value should be “1” to specify that the
movement is possible. Omitting an attribute is equivalent to
specifying that the movement is impossible for the user.

Each ability-set element specifies parallel movements that
can be executed in a mutually exclusive way with respect to all
other movements. The name attribute value is a unique alpha-
betic string that aids in identifying what set of movements is
being modeled. One or more ability-ref child elements specify
what movements can be executed. Each ability-ref element has
two attributes: name and quantity. The name attribute references
an ability element by its name attribute. The quantity attribute
value is a positive integer that specifies how many of the refer-
ent entity (i.e., the entity attribute value of the referenced ability
element) can be moved in parallel.

C. Affordance

One or more affordance elements represent input/output af-
fordances. Each affordance element has one valued attribute,
name, which is a unique alphabetic string that aids in identi-
fying what affordance is being modeled. Child elements are
environment-input, human-input, and environment-output.
We next describe the attributes and text content of these child
elements.

Each environment-input element specifies an entity-
property condition that must be satisfied for the affordance to
emerge. It has three attributes: name, quantity-operator, and
equality-operator. The name attribute value references the name
attribute value of a property element. Together, the text con-
tent and equality-operator attribute specifies the condition with
respect to the referent property (see Table II). If the referent
property’s type attribute value is “numerical” or “Boolean,” then
text content can be a logical expression (i.e., one that is either
true or false). If the referent property’s type is “spatial,” then
text content can be one topology keyword and one optional di-
rection keyword. Omitting a direction keyword is equivalent to
specifying that all six direction keywords must be assigned the
same topology-keyword value. For any referent property, the
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TABLE II
Equality-Operator VALUE SEMANTICS

quantity-operator attribute specifies how many duplicate enti-
ties, each of which has an instance of the same referent property,
must satisfy the condition (see Table I).

Each human-input element specifies a motor-ability condi-
tion that must be satisfied for the affordance to emerge. It has
two attributes: name and quantity-operator. The name attribute
value references the name attribute value of an ability element.
Optional child elements specify the movements that are possi-
bly needed in order to actualize the affordance. Together, the
text content and equality-operator attribute of each child ele-
ment specifies one condition, as described in Table II. Omitting
child elements is equivalent to specifying that all movements of
the entity identified in the referent ability element are needed
to actualize the affordance, which is either all maximum force
magnitudes or “1” (meaning the movement must be possible).
The quantity-operator attribute specifies how many duplicate
entities, each of which has an instance of the same ability, must
satisfy the condition (see Table I).

Each environment-output child element specifies what
entity-property changes occur as a consequence of actualiz-
ing the affordance. Its attributes and text context are encoded
in the same way as described for environment-input elements
mentioned earlier.

V. CASE STUDY

Here, we apply the CAVEMEN approach in a pacemaker
system case study of chamber-port connectibility. We encode
a CAVEMEN-XML representation representing the pacemaker
system described in Section I. We model one heart having three
applicable chambers, one pulse generator having three applica-
ble ports, one set screw for each port, three leads, one proximal
tip and one distal tip for each lead, and one surgeon (i.e., the
user) who can move the pulse generator and any one lead prox-
imal tip in parallel. We then translate the CAVEMEN-XML

representation to SAL in order to conduct inspection and trace
evaluation analyses.

Based on (1), we expect the translator to instantiate 27 in-
stances of the chamber-port connectibility as there are three
leads, one distal connection source having three targets, and
one proximal connection source having three targets (27 =
3(1 × 3 × 1 × 3)). To support the inspection, we define a de-
sired instance as one supporting a correct chamber-port con-
nection: LV chamber to LV port, RA chamber to RA port, and
RV chamber to RV port. The translator appends integers to
CAVEMEN-XML syntax in order to uniquely define duplicate
entities; thus, for the purpose of this case study, we refer to the
chambers and pulse-generator ports as follows: “1” corresponds
to “LV,” “2” corresponds to “RA,” and “3” corresponds to “RV.”

To support the trace evaluation, we verify the negative form
of (3) to search for witnesses—traces through the formal model
showing that it is possible for the system to satisfy the accuracy
and robustness specification.

As mentioned in Section I, the case study pacemaker sys-
tem can be considered accurate with respect to chamber-port
connectibility because the surgeon can actualize three desired
instances—one for each lead. In the parlance of CAVEMEN,
we identify exactly one set of initial environment-input condi-
tions in which the system can be considered accurate: all three
set screws are loosened, all three lead distal tips are implanted
correctly, and all three lead proximal tips are disconnected from
pulse-generator ports (see the configuration shown in Fig. 1).

We hypothesize that these environment-input conditions can-
not support both accuracy and robustness with respect the
chamber-port connectibility, unless different conditions emerge.
One such set of conditions includes which pulse-generator port
set screws are loosened, which lead proximal tip the surgeon
can move, and in which heart chamber the same lead’s distal tip
is implanted. To support accuracy, the set screw of the correct
target port must be loosened (enabling the correct connection).
To support robustness, set screws of incorrect target ports must
be tightened (disabling incorrect connections). If the states of
all three set screws can change, then three desired instances of
chamber-port connectibility can be actualized without an un-
desired instance ever emerging. If states of the set screws are
unchanging, then it should be impossible for the system to be
both accurate and robust.

To test this hypothesis, we encode two CAVEMEN-XML
representations: one in which the sets screws have unchanging
initial-state values (the first model) and one in which their values
can transition nondeterministically (the second model). We then
translate, verify, and compare model checking results of these
two models with respect to the negative form of the accuracy and
robustness specification. We expect the first model to return no
witnesses (an undesired result) and the second model to return
a witness (a desired result).

A. CAVEMEN-XML Representations

Both CAVEMEN-XML representations are 63 lines. Three
top-level entity elements (direct children of environment) in-
clude “Heart” (see Fig. 4c), which represents the patient’s heart;
“PulseGenerator” (see Fig. 4j), which represents the pulse gen-
erator; and “Lead” (see Fig. 4m), which represents three leads.
“Heart” has one child entity named “Chamber” (see Fig. 4b),
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Fig. 4. CAVEMEN-XML representation of the pacemaker system HES. Elements, attributes, attribute values, and text content are represented using the
conventions of Section IV. Letters are added for reference in text of Section V-A. Shading aids in differentiating child elements of hes: environment (white to
gray), human (gray to white), and affordance (none).

which represents the three applicable chambers (LV, RV, and
RA). “PulseGenerator” has one child entity named “Port” (see
Fig. 4i), which represents the pulse generator’s three ports.
“Port” has one child entity named “SetScrew” (see Fig. 4e),
which represents the set screw of each port. “Lead” has two
child entities: “ProximalTip” (see Fig. 4g), which represents
each lead’s proximal tip; and “DistalTip,” which represents each
lead’s distal tip (see Fig. 4l).

There are five applicable properties for the modeled entities.
In the first model, three properties are specified as unchanging
(evolution = “none”): one spatial property of “Chamber” named
“DistalTipRelation,” which represents the spatial relationship
between a heart chamber and a lead distal tip (see Fig. 4a);
one Boolean property of “SetScrew” named “Loosened,” which
represents whether a set screw is loosened (see Fig. 4d); and
one spatial property of “DistalTip” named “ChamberRelation,”
which represents the spatial relationship between a lead distal
tip and a heart chamber (see Fig. 4k). In the second model,
“Loosened” is specified as changing independently of chamber-
port connectibility (evolution = “environment”).

In both models, two properties are specified as changing due
to the surgeon actualizing an affordance (evolution = “human”):
one spatial property of “Port” named “ProximalTipRelation,”
which represents the spatial relationship between a pulse gen-
erator port and a lead distal tip (see Fig. 4h); and one spatial
property of “ProximalTip” named “PortRelation,” which rep-
resents the spatial relationship between a lead distal tip and a
pulse generator port (see Fig. 4f).

Both models include a human element having three child el-
ements that represent the surgeon’s motor abilities. One ability
element named “MoveProximalTip” specifies that the surgeon
can move a lead proximal tip along all axes and directions
(see Fig. 4n). Another ability element named “MovePulseGen-
erator” specifies the same movements for the pulse genera-
tor (see Fig. 4o, child elements not depicted are identical to
those of Fig. 4n). One ability-set element named “MoveProxi-
malTipAndPulseGenerator” specifies that the surgeon can move
the pulse generator and one lead proximal tip in parallel (see
Fig. 4p). We do not model the surgeon’s ability to move two lead
proximal tips in parallel because such an ability is unneeded to
actualize chamber-port connectibility.

One affordance element named “ChamberPortConnectibil-
ity” represents the affordance of interest (see Fig. 4ab). Five
environment-input elements specify that “ChamberPortCon-
nectibility” emerges if all of the following conditions hold:
at least one pulse-generator port’s set screw is loosened (see
Fig. 4q), exactly one lead distal tip is contained within a heart
chamber (see Fig. 4t), exactly one heart chamber is covering the
front surface of a lead distal tip (see Fig. 4r), all pulse generator
ports are disjoint to a lead proximal tip (see Fig. 4s), and all lead
proximal tips are disjoint to a pulse-generator port (see Fig. 4u).
These conditions capture many possible HES configurations,
including the one shown in Fig. 1.

Two human-input elements specify that the following con-
ditions must hold for “ChamberPortConnectibility” to emerge:
the surgeon can position, translate, pitch, yaw, and roll the
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pulse generator in all directions (see Fig. 4v); and the sur-
geon can pitch and yaw at least one lead proximal tip in all
directions (see Fig. 4aa). These conditions capture the move-
ments that are potentially needed for the surgeon to actualize
chamber-port connectibility in any HES configuration satisfying
the environment-input conditions.

Four environment-output elements specify that the fol-
lowing conditions must hold as a consequence of actualizing
“ChamberPortConnectibility”: exactly one lead proximal tip is
covering the back surface of a pulse generator port (see Fig. 4w),
exactly one pulse-generator port is covering the front surface of
a lead proximal tip (see Fig. 4x), exactly one lead distal tip is
contained within a target heart chamber (see Fig. 4y), and ex-
actly one heart chamber is covering the front surface of a lead
distal tip (see Fig. 4z).

B. Inspection

We invoked the translation tool to generate SAL models for
the two CAVEMEN-XML representations. A total of 2662 lines
of SAL code were generated for the first model. A total of 2668
lines of SAL code were generated for the second model. Both
translated models represented 27 instances of the affordance,
where nine are desired and 18 are undesired. The nine desired
instances support a correct chamber-port connection, whereas
the 18 undesired instances support an incorrect chamber-port
connection.

To aid in understanding the logic of the translation tool, all
input conditions for one of nine desired instances are shown in
(4). References to Fig. 4 specify what line(s) of (4) correspond
to environment-input elements of the CAVEMEN-XML rep-
resentation. Horizontal lines demarcate sets of input conditions
that correspond to the same Fig. 4 letter

The depicted input conditions support a desired instance of
chamber-port connectibility because they specify a connection
between port-1 and chamber-1. In (4), such a connection is es-
tablished via lead-1. Input conditions for the eight remaining

TABLE III
MODEL CHECKING RESULTS

desired instances have similar syntax, but they reflect other
correct connections via leads 1, 2, and 3, such as port-2 and
chamber-2 via lead-3.

C. Trace Evaluation

To support the trace evaluation, we instantiated two enu-
merated-list variables: desired, which incorporates three desired
instances of the affordance (one for each lead), and undesired,
which incorporates the 18 undesired instances. The selected de-
sired instances include ChamberPortConnectibility1 , which
supports connecting chamber-1 to port-1 via lead-1; Chamber
PortConnectibility14 , which supports connecting chamber-
2 to port-2 via lead-2; and ChamberPortConnectibility27 ,
which supports connecting chamber-3 to port-3 via lead-3. Us-
ing these variables, we verified the negative form of (3) in order
to search for witnesses in both translated formal models.

Verification was conducted using SAL-INF-BMC [19] on a
3.5-GHz workstation with 64-GB RAM running the Ubuntu
16.04 desktop. Results are shown in Table III.

No witnesses were returned in the first model, indicating that
if the pulse-generator ports’ set screws have unchanging initial
states, then the system cannot be considered both accurate and
robust with respect to chamber-port connectibility.

The witness returned for the second model has five steps
in which none of the 18 undesired instances emerged, but all
three identified desired instances were actualized. In every step,
all three lead distal tips are implanted within the three respec-
tive heart chambers as specified in (4). In the first step, the
surgeon can move the pulse generator and the proximal tip
of lead-2 as specified in (4). The set screw of port-2 is loos-
ened, whereas the set screws of ports 1 and 3 are not. Thus,
ChamberPortConnectibility14 is actualized, resulting in a
connection between chamber-2 and port-2 via lead-2. In the
second step, the surgeon can move the pulse generator and the
proximal tip of lead-3 as specified in (4). The set screw of port-
3 is loosened, whereas the set screws of ports-1 and 2 are not.
Thus, ChamberPortConnectibility27 is actualized, resulting
in a connection between chamber-3 and port-3 via lead-3. In
the third step, the surgeon can move the pulse generator and the
proximal tip of lead-1 as specified in (4). The set screw of port-
1 is loosened, whereas the set screws of ports 2 and 3 are not.
Thus, ChamberPortConnectibility1 is actualized, resulting
in a connection between chamber-1 and port-1 via lead-1. No
transitions execute in the fourth or fifth step; thus, the final state
is one in which each lead establishes a correct chamber-port
connection. This result indicates that if the states of all three set
screws can change, then it is possible for the pacemaker sys-
tem to be both accurate and robust with respect to chamber-port
connectibility.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced CAVEMEN, a formal approach
to object-oriented connectibility affordances. CAVEMEN-XML
enables the analyst to specify a formal representation of the HES,
including parallel entity movements that are possible for a user
and connectibility affordances with respect to duplicate entities
in combination. The translator reduces the need for manually
encoding model checking syntax by automatically generating all
instances of the same connectibility affordance in the native syn-
tax of SAL [19], including positive and negative instantiations
of the accuracy and robustness specification. The inspection
technique supports enumerating desired/undesired affordance
instances with respect to translated model checking syntax. The
trace evaluation technique supports analyses of accuracy and
robustness in different environmental contexts.

We demonstrated CAVEMEN with a pacemaker system case
study. The inspection showed that the HES supports 27 instances
of chamber-port connectibility: nine desired and 18 undesired.
The trace evaluation showed that different environmental con-
texts can affect accuracy and robustness: if an affordance input
of interest never changes (whether a pulse generator port’s set
screw is loosened), then the system cannot be both accurate and
robust; if the same affordance input can change nondeterminis-
tically, then the system can be both accurate and robust. These
results indicate that CAVEMEN shows promise for analyzing
object-oriented connectibility affordances of a safety-critical
system.

A. Methodological Considerations

The case study illustrated methodological benefits of CAVE-
MEN with respect to the identified research contributions, in-
cluding the enumeration of desired/undesired connectibility af-
fordance instances, verification of accuracy and robustness, and
modeling of emergent behaviors in different environmental con-
texts.

Regarding the enumeration of desired/undesired connectibil-
ity affordance instances, we showed that CAVEMEN can ad-
dress the number of unique connection configurations defined
in (1). In the case study, the translator successfully generated an
expected result of 27 instances, whereas the inspection aided in
identifying which instances are desired and undesired respec-
tively. Thus, the inspection technique could be useful on its
own—independently of the trace evaluation—as a way of deter-
mining what kinds of connections are possible due to duplicate
entities and connection sources/targets.

Regarding the verification of accuracy and robustness, we
showed that it is possible for trace evaluation results to correctly
reflect an actual accuracy and robustness problem; i.e., the result
of no witnesses for the first model indicates that it is possible
for a surgeon to actualize an undesired instance of chamber-port
connectibility—an expected result in light of the source material
from a U.S. national database. This result indicates that the trace
evaluation technique could be useful in a real-world application.

Regarding the modeling of emergent behaviors in different
environmental contexts, we showed that nondeterministic state-
transition behavior of one entity property can produce accuracy
and robustness differences. Design insights gleaned from this

technique come by imagining what could enable the behaviors
observed in a returned witness. For example, one interpretation
of the second model is that a hypothetical, automated control
system adjusts set screws to ensure that only desired chamber-
port connectibility instances emerge, such as by loosening the
port-2 set screw and tightening the others if the surgeon is touch-
ing the lead-2 proximal tip (as in step-1 of the returned witness).
Such an interpretation could inform the operational concept of
an improved pacemaker system, although a different approach
would be needed to model the envisioned automation.

An overarching benefit is reducing the amount of manually
encoded syntax that is needed to support the analyses. For ex-
ample, instantiating and translating the case study CAVEMEN-
XML representation reflected a 2611-line reduction of manually
encoded syntax. There is also a reduced need for knowledge of
LTL semantics, as the translator generates both positive and
negative instantiations of (3).

B. Limitations and Future Work

As shown with the case study analysis, our translation
tool could generate thousands of lines of SAL code from
a CAVEMEN-XML instantiation. This observation, which is
mainly an artifact of duplicate-entity specifications, raises at
least two scalability concerns: first, the translation algorithms
could overwhelm a web browser, and second, infinite-bounded
model checking could take an impracticably long time to exe-
cute. Future work should explore ways of reducing these con-
cerns, such as by conducting benchmarking studies to inform
a more efficient XML-to-SAL translation mechanism (see for
example [29]).

Our interpretation of affordance is based on an extant formal-
ism [4]; however, it could be limited with respect to other human-
integrated system considerations. For example, Baber [30] in-
dicates that we do not define the “rationale for performing the
action [associated with an affordance] in the first place.” He
thus proposes an extended framework (called Forms of Engage-
ment) that considers the user’s perception, culture, and goals.
Future work should explore ways of utilizing CAVEMEN in
such a holistic context. One step toward achieving this could
involve combining a CAVEMEN formal model with formal
models of task behavior and perceptual artifacts. For example,
a formal task model, such as EOFM [31], could aid in iden-
tifying whether connectibility affordances support a normative
sequence of actions (or whether a normative procedure pre-
vents undesired affordances from emerging), whereas a formal
signifier model, such as BIGSIS [32], could aid in identifying
whether perceivable properties of environment entities support
correct connections (e.g., color-coded connection sources and
targets).

Our interpretations of accuracy and robustness are inspired by
extant HFE standards [1], [2]; however, there could be other in-
terpretations that are not constrained to one type of connectibil-
ity affordance. For example, we did not demonstrate a way
of verifying accuracy and robustness with respect to other af-
fordances (e.g., “set screw tightenable/loosenable”) or multiple
connectibility affordances in combination. Future work should
thus explore an extended set of accuracy and robustness speci-
fications.
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